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sheet will sway investors. But
the involvement of top venture
capitalists (some of whom made
big bucks for tech billionaire
Mark Shuttlewortrr's investment
funds) should pique the interest
of flre more daring investor.
With new capiul raised recently
via a rights issue, there is pre-
sumably a pipeline of projects
for the new-look company to
mull (and hopefirlly bank on).

Morc Hosenfiss
fiasenfusstn@fm"ca,za

@MarcHasenfuss
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Bonds
backwash

inflows into global exchange
traded tunds (ETFs) and mutual
funds in the first four months of
2014. While equiry tunds atr
tracted the lion's share of in-
flows - US$107bn - flows into
bond funds of$53bn repre-
sented a solid reversal of the
$58bn outflows seen in 2013.

Some observers question
whether there was a rotation
from bonds into equity in 2013,
says Sanlam Investrnents CIO
Gerhard Cru1'wagen. They ar-
gue, he says, that the inflow into
equity funds was financed far
more by a move out of money
market funds than by an exit
from fixed interest funds.

BlackRock's analysis stlength-
ens this view. Money market
funds have been the big losers,
with outflows of US$63bn in
2013 and $144bn in the first four
months of 2014.

ally will rise in time but that
high government debt levels will
be a limiting factor. "Govern-
rnents can't afford to allow bond
yields to spike up," says Botha.

This is certafuly the sifuation
in fhe l8-nation eurozone,
where the ratio of government
debt to GDP raced from 66% at
the start of the global financial
crisis in 2008 to its highest ever,
93olo,in 2013. Also working
against a big rise in bond yields
is the euro's strength, which has
left the eurozone teetering on
the brink of deflation.

European Central Bank (ECB)
president Mario Draghi has said
inflation below 1% would be in
the deflation "danger zone" and
a threat to the region's fragile
economic recovery. Eurozone
year-on year inflation came in
atO,Tolo in April, the ninth
straight monfh it had been be-
low 1%.

In a speech on April 24Draghi
stressed the ECB's commitment

ue-destructive. There are nu-
:rous incidents where neither
!v management nor revamped
:rational focus have done one
l of good.
rlost famously the rescue ef-
t at low-cost airline ltime
ed to get offthe ground, and
white ladght came to the
cue of distressed property
,relopment counters Pinnacle
int (much punted at lc/share)
Quantum Property Group.
lhe transformation effort at
re cent wonder" Sherbourne
pital came a horrible cropper
l still hangs in the balance.
nswner goods group Beige,
pite gaining Lion Match as its
rior shareholder, continues to
.guish, while strenuous efforts
lind some sort of operational
ction at fohn Daniel Holdings,
ethu, StratCorp, Nutritional
ldings and Labat have falled
rpite strategic shifts and cap-
lraisings.
fhere are close to 20 stocks
ding below or around 20c on
: fSE. Most look too ghastly to
ltemplate. But perhaps three
:worth scrutinising a little
lre closely:
MBAIIE (17c-18c): Making
:r this beauty services and
rducts company is proving
ficult. But CE Esna Colyn, a
mer corporate adviser and
nificant shareholder, looks
termined to build reliable an-
ity flows from franchise fees
d distribution without smear-
;the company's cost make-
. Interestingly, investor ser-
:es website TimBukOne
tws Aspen founder and boss
:phen Saad as holding lm Im-
lie shares.
tBA HOLDINGS (10c-11c): This
v-cost housing developer
es not have quite as com-
tling a business model as
uket darling Calgro M3. But
w CE and major shareholder
lan-fohn Rothman is bringing
i experience in financial ser-
:es to bear in a tricky market,
d seems to have support from
ne interest-ing backers, in-
tding boutique investnent
use Midbrooklane (which has
ignificant stake in Calgro M3).
\I'RICAN DAWN (15c-16c):
,thing on this company's last
lome statement or balance
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BofA Merrill Lynch's prediction
of the "great rotation" from
bonds to equity looked spot-on
during tlre second half of 2013 -
a torrid time for bond investors
globally. But views are now
mixed on the rotation s sustain-
ability and even its existence.

At tlrc very least the rotation
has stalled, iudging by US asset
manager BlackRock's analysis of
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Turmoil in global bond rnar-
kets was sparked by forrner US
Federal Reserve (Fed) chairman
Ben Bernanke's indication in
May 2013 of an early start to
reducing the Fed's $S5bnimonth
government bond buying pro-
gramme (quantitatilne easing, or
QE). Bond yields soared, the LJS
l0-year government bond yield,
which sets the tone for global
bond yields, rising from t,7olo to
a high of 3% in December, the
month QE tapering began.

In fanuary, fears that fhe
world had entered a period
of rapidly rising interest
rates began to recede. Re-
versing negative sentiment
was the Fed's assurance
that it would hold its key
Fed funds rate at near zero
until personal consumption
inflation (PCD exceeded its
target of 2%. The Fed does
not see PCI exceeding 2%
in2014 or in the following
two years.

The positive response
to the Fed's stance is re-
flected in a fall in the US
l0-year bond yield to
around 2,6olo. "lt is well
anchored at around that
level," says Sasfin Secu-
rities fixed income hea<i
Leon KrSmauw

Atlantic Asset Manage-
ment analyst Albert Botha
believes bond yields globr
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to countering the threat of low
inflation. Though no final strat-
egy has been set out by the ECB,
it has alluded strongly to a QE
approach, including the buying
of eurozone government bonds.

Investors have taken note. In
the first four months of 2014,
net inflows into EuroPean bond
ETFs hit $11bn, trouncing a $3bn
net inflow into European equity
ETFs, reports BlackRock. Buying
has driven the key eurozone 10-
year German government bond
yield down from a late-2013
peak of just on 2olo to below
1,5%.

SA would benefit frorn a
longer period of low interest
rates in developed markets and
an end to the great rotation (if
there ever was one). There are
tentative signs that heavy
foreign selling of SA bonds over
the past two quarters is abating:
net inflows stood at R3bn for the
first 10 trading days of May.

StafrordThomas
ffiornass@fmo.co,ea
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Currency trading is booming in
SA, driven by rand jitters and
the potential of super trading
profits. "Currency futures are
the fSE's fastest-growing sector,"
says Warren Geers, GM of the
|SE's bonds and financial
clerivatives trading division.

Since the |SE added the first
currency future to its YieldX
board in lune 2O07, growth has
been exceptional, cumulative
trading value reaching R500bn
in early 2013 and Rl trillion just
12 months later. Futures avail-
able on YieldX cover eight cur-
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rencies but the US dollar/rand
contract dominates at 81% of
value traded in 2013.

Geers says retail investors,
ranging from day traders to
those hedging offshore port-
folios, have played a big role in
the growth of YieldX qurency
futures, accounting for about
80% of trades by volume and
20% by value.

The rise of the retail currency
trader is not unique to SA.
According to the European
Commission (EC), retail traders
accounted for 3,5% of all cur
rency trading globally in 2013, a
huge amount in a market where
the EC says daily trade is as high
as US$5,3 trillion.

The allure for traders is the
ability to back their views with
gearing. To play the YieldX cur-
rency futures game, traders put
down a cash margin giving
them gearing of 10-15 times the
underlying value of the futures
contract. This is low by curr,ency
derivative standards.

In the online spot currency
trading space, gearing of up tt
500 times is to be had from
some of the vast array of firrn
on the hunt for business. But
careful which one you trade
with, cautions Geers. "There a
so many online trading plat-
forms that the fSE can't keep
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